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FIG. 9 is a How diagram of a third particular illustrative

SYSTEMS AND METHODS OF WIRELESS
COMMUNICATION

embodiment of a method of communicating Wirelessly;
FIG. 10 is a How diagram of a fourth particular illustrative
embodiment of a method of communicating Wirelessly; and

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED

FIG. 11 is a block diagram of an illustrative embodiment of

APPLICATION(S)

a general computer system.

This application is a non-provisional patent application of
and claims priority from US. Provisional Patent Application

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

No. 60/896,243, entitled “SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR
WIRELESS COMMUNICATION,” ?led on Mar. 21, 2007,

Embodiments disclosed herein include a system Where
mobile client devices can be moved about Within a de?ned

Which is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety.

region to provide multimedia Wireless services via UHF

Whitespace Without causing interference With TV signal

FIELD OF THE DISCLOSURE

transmissions. In a particular illustrative embodiment, the
UHF Whitespace refers to geographic areas that are not cov

The present disclosure is generally related to systems and

ered by a licensed UHF broadcaster (i.e., geographic areas
Where a UHF signal strength falls beloW a usable television

methods of Wireless communication.

broadcast signal strength). In another particular illustrative

BACKGROUND

In general, in the United States, the Federal Communica
tions Commission (FCC) regulates Wireless transmission fre
quency bands. For years, broadcasters have been licensed by
the FCC for analog television channel transmission via
licensed frequency bands Within a frequency range from
approximately 54 MHZ to approximately 700 MHZ. Gener

embodiment, the UHF Whitespace may also refer to unused
20

broadcast Within particular frequency bands (channels).
In a particular embodiment, a base station device is dis
25

ally, Within a range of approximately 100 kilometers from a
broadcast toWer, unlicensed television transmissions are pro
hibited.

RecogniZing that the UHF TV band (roughly 500 to 700
MHZ) may be useful for consumer-oriented applications, the
FCC is seeking to alloW unlicensed users (such as individual
consumers) to use these frequencies in ‘Whitespace’ areas,
that is, areas Where individual TV channels are unused by

30

activates the Wireless transceiver after receiving the authori
Zation.
In another particular embodiment, a controller system is
disclosed that includes an interface to receive an authoriZa
tion request from a base station device via a netWork. The
authoriZation request includes data related to a location asso

HoWever, there are potential problems presented by unli
censed UH Whitespace applications. For example, the long
propagation range of UHF frequencies opens the possibility
40

channel being vieWed by the TV Watcher. This may be a
45

ciated With the base station device. The controller system also
includes logic coupled to the interface and adapted to selec
tively authoriZe Wireless UHF communications by the base
station device based on the data. The logic communicates an
authoriZation to the base station device via the netWork.
In still another particular embodiment, a method of Wire
less communication is disclosed that includes sending an
authoriZation request to a server system via a Wide area net

such as laptop-type portable local area netWork (LAN)
devices) since users may take their mobile devices into loca

Work requesting authoriZation to communicate Wirelessly

tions Within or near a station’s coverage area.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

device also includes logic coupled to the interface and to the
Wireless transceiver. The logic communicates With the remote
central controller device via the netWork to receive an autho

licensed operators such as TV broadcasters or areas that do 35

particular problem for mobile devices (i.e. portable devices,

closed that includes an interface coupled to a netWork to
communicate With a central controller and a Wireless trans
ceiver adapted to communicate Wirelessly With one or more
portable devices via a local area netWork. The base station

riZation to communicate Wirelessly. The logic selectively

not receive UHF TV band signals.

that an unlicensed user, operating outside the nominal cover
age area of a TV station, could nonetheless cause interference
to a TV Watcher Within the station’s coverage area many miles
aWay by transmitting data in the same frequency band as a

channels Within a UHF spectrum. In this instance, Within a

geographic area that receives UHF television broadcast sig
nals, unused channels may exist Where broadcasters do not

50

With one or more devices via an Ultra-High Frequency (UHF)
band associated With a local area netWork. The method also
includes communicating With the one or more devices via the

UHF band, after receiving an authoriZation signal from the
FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a ?rst particular illustrative
embodiment of a system to communicate Wirelessly;
FIG. 2 is a diagram of a second particular illustrative
embodiment of a system to communicate Wirelessly;
FIG. 3 is diagram of a third particular illustrative embodi
ment of a system to communicate Wirelessly;
FIG. 4 is diagram of a fourth particular illustrative embodi
ment of a system to communicate Wirelessly;
FIG. 5 is diagram of a ?fth particular illustrative embodi
ment of a system to communicate Wirelessly;
FIG. 6 is block diagram of a sixth particular illustrative
embodiment of a system to communicate Wirelessly;
FIG. 7 is a How diagram of a particular illustrative embodi
ment of a method of communicating Wirelessly;
FIG. 8 is a How diagram of a second particular illustrative

embodiment of a method of communicating Wirelessly;

server system.

In another particular embodiment, a system to communi

cate Wirelessly is disclosed that includes processing logic and
55

a memory accessible to the processing logic. The memory

includes instructions executable by the processing logic to
receive a registration signal from a base station device, deter
mine Whether the base station device is at an authoriZed
60

location, and send an authoriZation signal to the base station
device When the base station device is at an authoriZed loca
tion. The authoriZation signal authoriZes the base station
device to communicate Wirelessly With one or more devices

using a frequency in an ultra-high frequency (UHF) band.
65

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a particular illustrative
embodiment of a system 100 to communicate Wirelessly. The
system 100 includes a server system 102 that communicates
With an ultra-high frequency (UHF) local area netWork
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(LAN) access point (sometimes referred to as a base station
device) 104 via a ?rst network, such as an Internet Protocol
(IP) network 106. In an alternative embodiment, the server

storage media, control software, and various other features
and functions that are omitted from this discussion for the

purpose of clarity.

system 102 may communicate with an UHF LAN access

In a particular illustrative embodiment the UHF LAN

point 104 via wireless network, a public switched telephone

access point 104 includes a global positioning system (GPS)

network, another network, or any combination thereof. In a

module 146 to determine a location of the UHF LAN access

particular example, the IP network 106 may be a broadband
communications network, such as a high speed Internet com
munications network. The server system 102 is adapted to
selectively authorize the UHF LAN access point 104 to com

104 to the restricted whitespace area may be determined
based on the determined UPS location. The memory 132 also

point 104. A relative proximity of the UHF LAN access point
includes UHF access point control logic 138, which may be
executable by the processor 130 to communicate data related

municate wirelessly with one or more devices, such as a ?rst
user device 108, a second user device 110 and a third user

to an authorization request to the server system 102 via the

network 106 for authorization to communicate using UHF
signals. The authorization request may include location data

device 112, via a wireless UHF local area network (LAN) 114

using UHF wireless signals. Such UHF wireless signals may

related to the UHF LAN access point 104. The UHF access

be selected from a plurality of frequency bands or channels
within a UHF spectrum that ranges from approximately 54
MHZ to approximately 700 MHZ.
The server system 102 includes one or more computing
devices. The server system 102 includes a network interface
120 that communicates with the network 106. The server

point control logic 138 can receive an authorization from the
server system 102 and can activate the transceiver 134 to

communicate via UHF signals after receiving the authoriza
20

system 102 also includes processing logic 118 and a memory
116 accessible to the processing logic 118. The processing
logic 118 and the memory 116 may be distributed across one

or more computing devices, depending on the implementa
tion. The memory 116 includes a UHF whitespace identi?

25

tion.
In a particular illustrative embodiment, the memory 132
may also include UH channel selection logic 140 that is

executable by the processor 130 in conjunction with the UHF
signal detection module 144 to identify unused channels
within a UHF spectrum. The UHF access point control logic
138 may be executable by the processor 130 to communicate

cation module 122 that is executable by the processing logic

data related to an access request to the server system 102 to
request authorization to communicate via one or more of the

118 to determine a location of a UHF requesting device
relative to restricted UHF broadcast areas. The memory 116
also includes a UHF access point controller 124 that is execut

unused UHF channels. In response to receiving an authoriza
tion from the server system 102, the UHF access point control
logic 138 may activate the UHF transceiver 134 to commu

30

able by the processing logic 118 to access UHF broadcast
permissions 126 and to selectively authorize the UHF LAN
access point 104 to communicate wirelessly with the one or
more user devices 108, 110, and 112 via the wireless UHF
LAN 114. In a particular example, the server system 102 can

nicate wirelessly with one or more devices via an authorized

one of the unused UHF channels. In a particular illustrative
embodiment, the server system 102 may authorize the UHF
LAN access point 104 to communicate wirelessly with the
35

?rst user device 108 via a ?rst unused UHF channel and to

be provided by an Internet Service Provider (ISP), a govem

communicate wirelessly with the second user device 110 via

mental agency, a telecommunications company, a cable com

a second unused UH channel.
The memory 132 can also include a format conversion

pany, a wireless communication service provider, another
organization, or any combination thereof. In a particular
example, the server system 102 may be located at a central

40

of?ce associated with a service provider, such as a wireless
service provider, a telephone company, a cable company, an

ISP, or any combination thereof. In another embodiment, the
server system 102 may be located at a head end of a content

delivery network, such as a television broadcast network, a
cable network, a video on demand, or any combination

45

thereof. In another particular example, the server system 102
may be located in an area that is remote from a service

provider network, such as near a television broadcast tower,
in a location within a UHF whitespace area (i.e., an area 50

where there is no licensed UHF television broadcast signals).
The UHF LAN access point 104 includes a network inter
face 128 that communicates with the network 106. The UHF
LAN access point 104 also includes a processor 130, a
memory 132 accessible to the processor 130, and a UHF
transceiver 134 that is adapted to send and receive data to and
from other devices, such as the ?rst, second and third user

global positioning system (GPS)-determined location infor
mation, network router information associated with the UHF
LAN access point 104, unused UHF channel information,
55

other information, or any combination thereof. The server

system 102 may utilize the UHF whitespace identi?cation
module 122 to determine whether the UHF LAN access point
104 is operating in a UHF whitespace area based on the data
sent with the authorization request. The server system 102

devices 108, 110, and 112 via the wireless UHF LAN 114.
The memory 132 includes a UHF whitespace identi?cation
module 136 and a UHF signal detection module 144 that are
executable by the processor 130 to detect UHF signals in a
geographic area of the UHF LAN access point 104 and to
determine a relative proximity of the UHF LAN access point
104 to a restricted whitespace area, at least in part based on a

60

strength of detected UHF signals. It should be understoodthat

65

the memory 116 may be distributed. The memory 132 and the
memory 116 may include control logic, such as a processor,

module 142 that is executable by the processor 130 to convert
data from one frequency to another, from one data format to
another, and so on. In a particular example, the format con
version module 142 may be utilized by the UHF LAN access
point 104 to convert between data transmission protocols,
such as from a time division multiplexed (TDM) protocol to
a frequency division multiplexed (FDM) protocol or from an
Internet Protocol to another communication protocol.
In a particular example, the server system 102 is adapted to
receive data related to an authorization request from the UHF
LAN access point 104. The data may include information
about a detected UHF signal strength at the UHF LAN access
point 104, location data related to the UHF access point,

may alternatively determine one or more unused UHF chan

nels proximate to the location associated with the UHF LAN
access point 104. Based on the determination, the server

system 102 may utilize the UHF access point controller 124
and the UHF permissions 126 to selectively authorize the
UHF LAN access point 104 to communicate wirelessly with
other devices via frequencies with one or more UHF bands. In

a particular example, the server system 102 may authorize the

US 8,064,475 B2
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UHF LAN access point 104 to communicate using an avail

receive authorization to communicate With one or more

able (unused) UHF band (channel), that might otherwise cor

devices 222 via a Wireless UHF netWork 220. In a particular

respond to a broadcast television channel, based in part on the
location of the UHF LAN access point 102, a detected UH

illustrative example, the UHF LAN access point 218 may be
adapted to detect the absence of UHF signals (i.e., to deter
mine that the UHF LAN access point 218 is operating in a
UHF Whitespace) and to communicate data related to the
absence of UHF signals, data related to a location of the UHF
LAN access point 218 (logical addresses such as network
addresses or physical locations, such as UPS locations), other

signal strength at the UHF LAN access point 102, other
information, or any combination thereof.

In another particular example, the UHF LAN access point
104 may poWer up and activate the UHF transceiver 134 to
scan a UHF spectrum for UHF signals above a particular

signal strength threshold. The UHF LAN access point 104
may utilize the Whitespace identi?cation module 136, the
UHF signal detection module 144, the channel selection logic
140, the GPS module 146, and the UHF access point control
logic 138, to determine Whether detected UHF signals fall

data or any combination thereof. The UHF Access point con
troller 216 can receive a UHF authorization request and can

selectively authorize the UHF LAN access point 218 to com

municate using signals based on the data included in the

request.
In a particular example, the UHF LAN access point 218

beloW a threshold level. In a particular example, the threshold
level may be approximately 30 dB beloW a minimum signal

communicates Wirelessly With the one or more devices 222

strength for a television tuner to receive a broadcast television

using UHF signals after receiving an authorization from the

signal. Alternatively, the UHF LAN access point 104 may

UHF access point controller 216. OtherWise, the UHF LAN
access point 218 does not communicate Wirelessly using
UHF signals. In a particular example, the UHF LAN access
point 218 may request authorization on startup, and if the
authorization request is denied or if no response is received,

utilize the UHF signal detection module 144 to identify one or
more unused UHF channels Within a UHF spectrum. The
UHF LAN access point 104 can communicate data related to
an authorization request to the server system 102 to request

20

authorization to communicate Wirelessly using UHF signals.
The UHF LAN access point 104 may poWer off the UHF
transceiver 134 until the server system 102 authorizes the
UHF LAN access point 104 to communicate using Wireless

the UHF LAN access point 218 may turn itself off. In a

particular embodiment, the UHF LAN access point 218 may
25

be referred to as a base station device.

FIG. 3 is a diagram of a third embodiment of a system for

UHF signals. After receiving authorization, the UHF LAN

Wireless communication, generally designated 300. The sys

access point 104 can activate (e.g., poWer on) the UHF trans

tem 300 includes a ?rst TV broadcast device 302 having a ?rst
protected area 304 and a ?rst exclusion zone 306, a second TV

ceiver 134 to communicate With one or more devices using

UHF signals.

30

broadcast device 308 having a second protected area 310 and

FIG. 2 is a diagram of a second embodiment of a system for

a second exclusion zone 312, and a third TV broadcast device

Wireless communication, generally designated 200. FIG. 2
depicts representative TV parameters. The system 200
35

314 having a third protected area 316 and a third exclusion
zone 318. The system 300 illustrates that in certain con?gu
rations, the exclusions zones 306, 312, 318 associated With
television stations in certain areas may virtually eliminate all

includes a TV broadcast device 202, such as a TV broadcast
toWer associated With a television station. The TV broadcast

device 202 transmits television signals Within a protected area
204. In general, the protected area 204 represents a licensed
broadcast area Within Which the television signal is strong
enough to ensure good picture quality by a user’s TV set 208.
As a representative example, the protected area 204 may

available Whitespace. For example, even though the protected
areas 304, 310, 316 do not overlap, the exclusion zones 306,

312, 318 overlap signi?cantly, leaving only a very small area
40

of Whitespace 320 Where consumers may be able to use unli
censed UHF devices.

In a particular embodiment, a method of using the open

include an area Within a range of about 100 kilometers (km)
from the TV broadcast device 202. An exclusion zone 206
includes an area outside of the protected area 204 Where the

(that is, unutilized or unused) Ultra-High Frequency (UHF)
television (TV) broadcast frequencies is disclosed. Such open

television broadcast signal may still be received but at

Federal Communication Commission (FCC) has asked for

frequencies may also be referred to as ‘Whitespace’ spec
trum. In a particular embodiment, these open frequencies
may be utilized to provide Wireless multimedia netWorking,

comment on criteria for using unlicensed 1H local area net

e.g., for in-home applications. In particular embodiments,

reduced signal strength (i.e., the signal is attenuated). The

45

Work (LAN) devices, Where the TV signal strength is attenu

local area netWork devices, such as the UHF LAN access

ated to a level that is at least 30 dB beloW a nominal level (i.e.,
30 dB beloW the level at Which a conventional television tuner
can produce a visible image).

point 104 illustrated in FIG. 1, can utilize otherWise unused
UHF frequencies to signi?cantly reduce costs associated With

50

providing broadband services Within homes. For example,
costs associated With Wiring broadband services including
home Wiring and set up for cable television, Internet Protocol

In the representative example of FIG. 2, the exclusion zone
206 is estimated to include areas up to about 200 km from the
TV broadcast device 202. A user having a residence outside
the exclusion zone 206, such as residence 210, may be able to
use an in-home UHF LAN With a spectrum sensing arrange
ment. HoWever, a user having a residence Within the exclu
sion zone 206, such as residence 212, may not be able to

utilize a spectrum sensing UHF LAN because the signal from
the TV broadcast device 202 may still be too strong for the
spectrum sensing criterion to determine that the channel is
unoccupied, even though the residence 212 may not be able to
receive the TV channel associated With the TV broadcast
device 202.
The residence 210 includes a UHF LAN access point 218,
Which is adapted to communicate With a UHF access point
controller 216 at a UHF service provider 214 to request and

Television (IPTV), other broadband services, or any combi
55

nation thereof, may be reduced, thereby reducing the number
of service provider truck rolls required to install and support
customers.

Wireless local area netWorks (LANs) using UHF transmis
sions may have signi?cant advantages over existing Wireless
60

local area netWork (LAN) technologies, such as Wireless

65

cies Well above the UHF TV band. For example, UHF LANs
may have increased range and increased data rates relative to
other types of LANs. For example, data rates available in a
UHF LAN may be su?icient to support high-de?nition tele

Fidelity (WiFi) systems, Which typically operate at frequen

vision (HDTV) transmissions and other multimedia capabil
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remote central controller 402 indicating that the transmis
sions Were detected and specifying Which HBS sent the

FIG. 4 is a diagram of a fourth embodiment of a system for

Wireless communication, generally designated 400. The sys

detected signals.

tem 400 includes a remotely located central controller 402 in
communication With a home base station device (BS) 408

In a particular embodiment, the HBS 408 sends an autho
rization signal to the one or more mobile devices 412, 414,

(i.e., a UHF LAN access point) via a netWork 404. In a

418, 420, 422, 426 authorizing them to communicate using

particular embodiment, the netWork 404 may include a public

UHF frequencies When the HBS 408 is authorized by the

network, such as the Internet, or a private network, such as an
access netWork of an Internet Protocol Television (IPTV)

central controller 402 to do so. Thus, if the central controller
402 does not authorize the HBS 408 to transmit using UHF
frequencies, then the HBS 408 also does not authorize the

system. The central controller 402 and HBS 408 may be
coupled via a Wireless communication signal, a digital sub
scriber line (DSL), a cable line, a ?ber optic connection, or
any other communication medium.
In a particular embodiment, the central controller 402 may
send a control signal to the HBS 408 authorizing the BBS 408
to operate, e.g., to transmit Wireless UHF communication

mobile devices 412, 414, 418, 420, 422, 426 to transmit using
UHF frequencies, and no interference With TV broadcasts
results.
In a particular embodiment, the BS 408 may determine a

location ofmultiple devices 412, 414,418, 420, 422 and 426.

20

For example, each device may send a location signal to the
HBS 408. The location signal may be a signal indicating the
actual location of the device; a location of the device relative
to some knoWn location, such as the location of the HBS 408;
or a signal by Which the HBS 408 can approximate or estimate
the location of the device, e.g., based on degradation of the
signal. If a mobile device, such as mobile device 426, is
outside an authorized area of operation of the HBS 408, the
HBS 408 may not authorize the mobile device 426 to transmit

25

using UHF frequencies.

signals, such as the Wireless signal 410, to one or more por

table devices, such as a set-top box device 412, a display
device 414, a portable device 418, a telephone 420, a com
puting device 422, one or more other devices, such as the
remote mobile device 426, or any combination thereof. The
HBS 408 may be associated With a customer residence 424.

The HBS 408 may be adapted to communicate using UHF
channels only When the control signal from the central con
troller 402 is received. In a particular embodiment, the central

In a particular embodiment, loW-poWer multimedia Wire

controller 402 may include or be coupled to an HBS records
database 440. The HBS records database 440 may include

less local area netWork (MWLAN) devices, such as the HBS

information associated With the FIBS 408. Additionally, the
FIBS records database 440 may include information related
to UHF protected areas, such as the protected area 204 illus
trated in FIG. 2. In a particular illustrative example, the cen

may cause interference With a television signal only Within a
radius of about 3-4 km. If such devices are kept at least this
distance outside the protected area of a TV station, then the

408 and the mobile devices 412,414, 418, 420,422 and 426,
30

system 400 can be used to selectively permit UHF commu
nications betWeen an HBS 408 having UHF communication

tral controller 402 may be implemented on a server at an

Internet Service Provider (ISP), a telecommunications com
pany, a governmental agency, another organization, or any

combination thereof. Additionally, the HBS records database
440 may be maintained by a governmental agency, another
organization, the ISP, or any combination thereof. In a par
ticular example, the HBS records database 440 may be main
tained by an agency a?iliated With the Federal Communica
tions Commission (FCC), and the central controller 402 may

features and one or more remote devices Without interfering
35

With UHF television broadcasts.
FIG. 5 is a diagram of a ?fth embodiment of a system for

Wireless communication, generally designated 500. The sys
40

be hosted at a server of the ISP, Where the central controller

tem 500 illustrates a three-level control architecture to keep
MWLAN devices a su?icient distance from a protected area
504 associated With a TV broadcast device 502. The system
500 includes a residential MWLAN client 518, such as one of

the mobile devices 412, 418, 420, 422, and 426 depicted in

402 is adapted to communicate With the FCC hosted HBS

FIG. 4, at a residence 512. The MWLAN client 518 is alloWed

records database 440 via a secure connection.

to transmit only by permission from a Home Base Station
(FIBS) 520 at the residence 512. The HBS 520 is only alloWed

In a particular example, the FIBS records database 440
may include an authorized location record indicating a loca
tion at Which the HBS 408 is authorized to operate. The
authorized location record may be determined based on the
location of the customer residence 424 relative to a TV broad
cast device. Thus, if the HBS 408 is moved to a different
location, the HBS 408 may not function, or may not function

45

to transmit When authorized by a central controller, such as a
UHF LAN controller 514. The UHF LAN controller 514 may
communicate With the HBS 520 via a Wired link, such as a

digital subscriber line (DSL) connection, a cable connection,
50

using UHF frequencies. In a particular illustrative embodi
ment, the HBS 408 may communicate With one or more edge
routers and other netWork devices associated With the net
Work 404. If the HBS 408 communicates With the remote

a ?ber connection, another broadband connection, a dial-up
connection, or any combination thereof. The HBS 520
ensures that the MWLAN client 518 stays Within a predeter

mined range by, for example, poWer-level sensing and/or
radio ranging, e.g., pinging (using either TV frequencies or
55

some other band, such as a 940 MHz Industry, Scienti?c and

central controller 402 via an unexpected netWork path (i.e.,
unexpected routers, etc.), the remote central controller 402

Medical (ISM) band), other location sensing methods, or any
combination thereof. Alternatively, the MWLAN client 518

can determine that the HBS 408 has been moved from its
authorized location and the central controller 402 may refuse
to authorize the HBS 408.

may include a global positioning system (GPS) that can pro
vide GPS location data to the HBS 520, Which may utilize the
60

include a sensor 428. The sensor 428 may monitor a particular
area to determine Whether transmissions from the HBS 408

may interfere With licensed TV transmissions. For example,
the sensor 428 may detect signals sent from the HBS 408 to
one or more mobile devices. If UHF transmissions from the

HBS 408 are detected, the sensor 428 may send a signal to the

location data to determine Whether the MWLAN client 518 is

Within the predetermined range.
Upon initial poWer-up in the home, the FIBS 520 registers

In a particular embodiment, the system 400 may also

65

With the UHF LAN controller 514. The HBS 520 operates
Within its assigned residential location 512. The HBS 520
may be adapted to function only When a continuous connec
tion to the UHF LAN controller 514 is detected. Additionally,
the HBS 520 may authorize MWLAN clients, such as the
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WMLAN client 518, to operate When it receives permission

600. The system 600 includes an HBS device 602 adapted to

to activate its clients from the UHF LAN controller 514. If the
HBS 520 is moved to a location outside the home 512 (eg to

communicate With one or more client devices 620, for

example to provide multimedia or broadband data services.
The HBS device 602 may also be adapted to communicate

achieve Wide-area portability), the change in location can be
detected by the UHF LAN controller 514 and permission to
operate may be WithdraWn or denied. In this instance, the
FIBS 520 may notify the WMLAN client 518 that authoriza
tion to broadcast has been WithdraWn, thereby shutting doWn

With a controller 604 via a netWork 606 to receive authoriza
tion signals. The controller 604 may be a server, such as the
server system 102 illustrated in FIG. 1.

In a particular embodiment, HBS device 602 includes a
netWork interface 608 to communicate via a netWork 606 to
the controller 604. The HBS device 602 may also include a

UHF broadcasting. Such a shutdoWn noti?cation may be a

short UHF burst that Would present a negligible interference

memory 612, a sensing module 614, an authentication mod
ule 616, a Wireless local area netWork (LAN) module 618, and

to a television broadcast. In a particular example, a client

device 518 may be implemented to require continuous autho
rization from the BS 520, such that cessation of the authori
zation Would result in the client device 518 shutting doWn.
In a particular embodiment, the link from the UHF LAN

logic 610.
In a particular embodiment, the sensing module 614 may
be adapted to determine Whether the client device 620 is

controller 514 to the HBS 520 may be Wireless or Wired.

Within an authorized service area and to authorize a ?rst

Additionally, the UHF LAN controller 514 may utilize the

mobile device to communicate When the ?rst mobile device is
Within the authorized service area. For example, the sensing
device may receive a location signal from the client device
620. The location signal may include information that alloWs
the sensing module 614 to determine the location of the client

sensor 530 to detect UHF broadcasts, either from the TV
broadcast toWer 502 or from the FIBS 520. If UHF signals
from the TV broadcast toWer 502 are detected at the sensor 20

530, the UHF LAN controller 514 may WithdraW authoriza
tion for the HBS 520 to transmit using UHF signals.
In a particular example, the HBS 520 may be adapted to

device 620 or to determine Whether the client device 620 is
Within the authorized service area. In an illustrative embodi

communicate using 802.11-type Wireless signals in a ?rst
second mode. The HBS 520 may operate using only 802.11

ment, the location signal may include actual or relative loca
tion information for the client device 620, such as global
positioning location information. In another illustrative

type Wireless signals, unless the HBS 520 receives an autho
rization from the UHF LAN controller 514 to communicate

embodiment, the sensing module 614 may utilize poWer-level
sensing and/or radio ranging to estimate the location of the

mode and to communicate using UHF Wireless signals in a

25

using UHF signals.
In a particular embodiment, the UHF LAN controller 514
may grant permission to the HBS 520 to communicate Wire

30

lessly using UHF signals based on the location of the HBS

client device 620.
In a particular embodiment, the authorization module 616
may communicate With the controller 604 to receive authori
zation from the controller 604 for the IBS device 602 to

520 relative to the TV broadcast device 502 or relative to the

operate using UHF signals. The HBS device 602 may not

protected area 504. In a particular embodiment, the UHF
LAN controller 514 may grant permission for the HBS 520 to
operate based on measurements of the signal strengths of
licensed operations at a given locale. For example, the mea
sured signal strengths may be stored in an HBS record data
base accessible by the UHF LAN controller 514. Permission
for the MWLAN client 518 to operate may be based on the
distance of the HBS 520 from the protected area 504 or the TV
broadcast device 502, or the distance of the MWLAN client
518 from the HBS 520. In a particular embodiment, the sys
tem 500 may include outdoor “monitor points” or sensors,
such as the sensor 530, that may monitor the strength of

operate When the authorization from the controller 604 is not
received. In a particular embodiment, the FIBS device 602
may not operate in an unlicensed UHF spectrum if authori
zation is not received from the controller 604, but may operate
at other alloWed frequencies, such as 900 MHz.
In a particular embodiment, the Wireless LAN module 618
includes a Wireless transceiver adapted to communicate Wire

35
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lessly With one or more mobile devices of a local area net

Work. For example, the Wireless LAN module 618 commu
nicates With the one or more client devices 620 via UHF

transmissions. In another example, the LAN module 618
45

licensed signals, the signal strength of the HBS 520, the signal
strength of the MWLAN 518, or any combination thereof. If
each HBS 520 and client 518 transmits a signature as part of
its regular activities, then the sensor 530 (or a collection of
sensors) can predict Whether or not a particular MWLAN
client 518 or HBS 520 is likely to cause interference, and the

or more frequencies that correspond to television channels. In
another example, the Wireless LAN module 618 may com
municate With the one or more client devices 620 via UHF
50

transmissions in a ?rst mode and via other Wireless frequen
cies in a second mode. In a particular embodiment, the LAN
module 618 can include a ?rst transceiver adapted to com

UHF LAN controller 514 may grant permission accordingly.
In a particular embodiment, existing infrastructure may be
used to implement the sensor 530. For example, existing
cellular telephone toWers may be used for such measure

communicates With one or more client devices 620 using one

municate Wirelessly using UHF signals and a second trans

ceiver adapted to communicate Wirelessly using signals hav
55

ing a different frequency, such as 802.11-type signals, other
frequency signals, or any combination thereof. In a particular

ments.

example, the LAN module 618 can receive an authorization to

Based on the three-tier control structure described, a sig
ni?cant amount of Whitespace Within exclusion zone 506 may
be made available for unlicensed users Without interference to

communicate using UHF signals and can communicate With

UHF television broadcast signals. For example, as depicted,
only a small HBS disabled area 508 around the protected area
504 may be unavailable for use. The HBS disabled area 508
may be about 3-4 km based on hoW far MWLAN devices and
HBSs may cause interference With licensed television trans
missions.
FIG. 6 is a block diagram of a sixth embodiment of a

system for Wireless communication, generally designated

one or more devices using UHF signals and With other devices

using the different frequency signals, concurrently. In another
60

particular example, the LAN module 618 does not receive the
authorization and can communicate With one or more devices

using unlicensed frequency signals (such as WiFi), but not
using licensed UHF signals.
In a particular embodiment, the system 600 may include a
65

sensor 622. The sensor 622 may monitor transmissions Within
a frequency band associated With a communication channel.
If the sensor detects a transmission from the BBS device 602
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FIG. 9 is a How diagram of a third embodiment of a method

or from the client device 620 in an unauthorized area, the
sensor 622 may send a signal to the controller 604 indicating
that the transmission Was detected. The signal from the sensor

of Wireless communication, generally designated 900. In a
particular embodiment, the method 900 includes, at 902,
monitoring for a transmission associated With a base station
device at a sensing device that is remote from the base station

622 may also indicate Which device, such as the HBS device
602 or the client device 620, Was responsible for the trans
mission. Based on the signal from the sensor 622, the con
troller 604 may deactivate or WithdraW authorization for the
identi?ed device.
FIG. 7 is a How diagram of an embodiment of a method of

device. Advancing to 904, the method includes determining
Whether a transmission is detected. If no transmission asso

ciated With the base station device is detected, the method 900
continues to 906 and a signal is sent to a remote central

controller indicating that transmissions from the base station

Wireless communication, generally designated 700. The
method 700 includes, at 702, receiving a registration signal

have not been detected. If a transmission associated With the
base station device is detected at 904, the method 900 may

from a base station device, such as an Ultra-High Frequency

include, at 908, sending a deactivation signal to the controller
indicating that transmissions from the base station have been
detected. In response to the deactivation signal, the controller

(UHF) local area netWork base station. The registration signal
may be a request for authorization to communicate With one

or more mobile devices using UHF signals. The method also

may revoke or WithdraW an authorization of the base station to

includes, at 704, determining Whether the base station device

transmit. In a particular illustrative embodiment, the control

is at an authorized location. If the base station device is at an

ler may send a shut doWn signal to the base station to turn off

authorized location, the method 700 includes, at 706, sending

a UHF transceiver.

an authorization signal to the base station device. If the base
station device is not at an authorized location, the method 700

20

includes, at 708, not sending the authorization signal to the
base station. In a particular embodiment When the base station
device is not at an authorized location, the method may
include sending a shutdoWn signal to the base station device
to control the base station device to turn off UHF transmission

a server system via a Wide area netWork requesting authori
zation to communicate Wirelessly With one or more devices
25

via an Ultra-High Frequency (UHF) band associated With a
local area network. In a particular embodiment, the authori
zation request may be a registration signal. Advancing to
1004, the method includes determining Whether an authori

30

authorization request is denied, the method advances to 1006
and the method includes turning off the Wireless transceiver
to prevent communications via Wireless transmission. If an

functionality.
In a particular example, the authorized location may be
determined by comparing a current location of the base sta
tion to a base station device record stored in a database ?le. In

zation is received. If no authorization is received or if the

a particular embodiment, the authorized location may be

determined by comparing global positioning system (GPS)
location data to location data associated With a protected area
of a television broadcast device, such as a broadcast television
toWer. In another example, a location of a base station device

35

may be determined from logical netWork address informa
tion, other location information, or any combination thereof.
Additionally, the location of portable devices, such as Wire
less Personal Computer Memory/Card International Associa

tion (PCM/CIA) card for a portable computing devices, that

FIG. 10 is a How diagram of a particular illustrative
embodiment of a method of communicating Wirelessly. At
1 002, the method includes sending an authorization request to

40

authorization is received, the method advances to 1008 and a
AF broadcast spectrum is monitored to detect UHF broadcast
television signals and/ or UHF signals from associated mobile
devices that are outside of a predetermined area. At 1010, if
detected UHF signals exceed a threshold value, the method
advances to 1006 and a Wireless transceiver is turned off
(deactivated) to prevent communications via Wireless trans
mission. If the detected UHF signals do not exceed a thresh

communicate With the base station device may be determined

old value, the method includes, at 1012, communicating With

from GPS location data, signal attenuation measurements,

the one or more devices via frequencies in the UHF band. In
a particular embodiment, the UHF band can include an
unused television channel Within a UHF broadcast spectrum.

other location information, or any combination thereof.
FIG. 8 is a How diagram of a second embodiment of a

method of Wireless communication, generally designated

45

Association (PCM/CIA) card for a portable computing
device. The method 800 may also include, at 804, determin
ing, based on the location signal, Whether the mobile device is
Within an authorized area. For example, determining Whether

In a particular example, the method may include compar

ing a signal strength of detected broadcast television signals

800. In a particular embodiment, the method 800 includes, at
802, receiving a location signal from a portable device, such
as a Wireless Personal Computer Memory/ Card International
50

to a threshold value and, When the signal strength of the
detected broadcast television signals fall beloW the threshold
value, generating the authorization request. In another par
ticular example, the blocks or method steps illustrated in FIG.
10 may be rearranged. For example, if an authorization is
received at 1004, the method may advance to 1012 and com

the mobile device is Within the authorized area may include

munication With the one or more devices via the UHF band

analyzing a signal strength of the location signal, comparing

may begin. Subsequently, the method may include monitor

GPS location data to knoWn UHF Whitespace areas, other
information, or any combination thereof. In a particular
embodiment, the authorized area may be associated With a
subscriber residence. If the mobile device is Within the autho
rized area, the method 800 may include sending an authori
zation signal to the mobile device, at 806. If the mobile device
is not Within the authorized area, the method 800 advances to
808 and the system does not send an authorization signal to
the mobile device. In a particular embodiment, the mobile
device may include a home base station device, a UHF LAN
device, a television device, a set-top box device, a telephone,

a computing device, a personal digital assistant (PDA) device,
or any combination thereof.

55

ing a UHF broadcast spectrum 1008 or monitoring for the
particular band at Which the communication is occurring to
prevent UHF transmission in protected UHF broadcast

regions. Additionally, the comparison of detected UHF sig
nals (indicated at 1010) may also occur after the UHF com
60

munications have begun. In a particular embodiment, the
monitor 1008 might not used at all. In this example, if an

authorization is received at 1004, the method proceeds
directly to 1012 and communication With the one or more
65

devices via the UHF band may begin.
In a particular embodiment, unlike Wireless Regional Area
NetWorks, Where the base station is a ?xed part of a Wide area
system infrastructure, the HBS may be a consumer product.
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Although the HBS may be portable, a control technique and a
control system may be used to provide that the HBS operates
only from a knoWn authorized location. The disclosed sys
tems and methods may offer a powerful solution to the prob

In a particular embodiment, as depicted in FIG. 11, the disk
drive unit 1116 may include a computer-readable medium

lem of ensuring that portable Whitespace devices remain

may embody one or more of the methods or logic as described

Within an authoriZed area of operation (e.g., Within a home).
This solution may reduce concerns that interference from

herein. In a particular embodiment, the instructions 1124 may
reside completely, or at least partially, Within the main
memory 1104, the static memory 1106, and/or Within the

1122 in Which one or more sets of instructions 1124, eg

softWare, can be embedded. Further, the instructions 1124

portable devices may be unmanageable. Additionally, resi

processor 1102 during execution by the computer system

dential MWLAN operation may be of great bene?t to reduc
ing the cost of setting up and maintaining services to broad
band customers. Further, the systems and methods disclosed

1100. The main memory 1104 and the processor 1102 also

may include computer-readable media.
In an alternative embodiment, dedicated hardWare imple

alloW more Whitespace to be available for MWLAN opera

tion. This is in contrast to spectrum-sensing approaches,
Which, in some cases, may needlessly put virtually all the

mentations, such as application speci?c integrated circuits,

Whitespace into an exclusion Zone.
Referring to FIG. 11, an illustrative embodiment of a gen

be constructed to implement one or more of the methods

eral computer system is shoWn and is designated 1100. The

and systems of various embodiments can broadly include a
variety of electronic and computer systems. One or more

computer system 1100 can include a set of instructions that
can be executed to cause the computer system 1100 to per
form any one or more of the methods or computer based

programmable logic arrays and other hardWare devices, can
described herein. Applications that may include the apparatus

20

functions disclosed herein. The computer system 1100 may
operate as a standalone device or may be connected, e.g.,

using a netWork, to other computer systems or peripheral
devices. In a particular illustrative embodiment, the system
1100 may be used to implement the server system the UHF

tions of an application-speci?c integrated circuit. Accord
25

LAN access point, the user devices, the UHF access point

controller, the remotely located central controllers, the home
base station device, and other devices illustrated and/or
described With respect to FIGS. 1-10.
In a netWorked deployment, the computer system may

30

operate in the capacity of a server or as a client user computer

ingly, the present system encompasses softWare, ?rmWare,
and hardWare implementations.
In accordance With various embodiments of the present
disclosure, the methods described herein may be imple
mented by softWare programs executable by a computer sys
tem. Further, in an exemplary, non-limited embodiment,
implementations can include distributed processing, compo

nent/object distributed processing, and parallel processing.

in a server-client user netWork environment, or as a peer

Alternatively, virtual computer system processing can be

computer system in a peer-to-peer (or distributed) netWork
environment. The computer system 1100 can also be imple

embodiments described herein may implement functions
using tWo or more speci?c interconnected hardWare modules
or devices With related control and data signals that can be
communicated betWeen and through the modules, or as por

35

constructed to implement one or more of the methods or

mented as or incorporated into various devices, such as a

functionality as described herein.

personal computer (PC), a tablet PC, a set-top box (STB), a
personal digital assistant (PDA), a mobile device, a palmtop

medium that includes instructions 1124 or receives and

The present disclosure contemplates a computer-readable
executes instructions 1124 responsive to a propagated signal,

computer, a laptop computer, a desktop computer, a commu

nications device, a Wireless telephone, a land-line telephone,

40 so that a device connected to a netWork 1126 can communi

cate voice, video or data over the netWork 1126. Further, the
instructions 1124 may be transmitted or received over the
netWork 1126 via the netWork interface device 1120.
While the computer-readable medium is shoWn to be a

a control system, a camera, a scanner, a facsimile machine, a

printer, a pager, a personal trusted device, a Web appliance, a
netWork router, sWitch or bridge, or any other machine
capable of executing a set of instructions (sequential or oth

erWise) that specify actions to be taken by that machine. In a
particular embodiment the computer system 1100 can be

45

single medium, the term “computer-readable medium”
includes a single medium or multiple media, such as a cen

implemented using electronic devices that provide voice,

traliZed or distributed database, and/or associated caches and

video or data communication. Further, While a single com

servers that store one or more sets of instructions. The term

puter system 1100 is illustrated, the term “system” shall also

“computer-readable medium” shall also include any medium
that is capable of storing, encoding or carrying a set of instruc

be taken to include any collection of systems or sub-systems
that individually or jointly execute a set, or multiple sets, of

50

tions for execution by a processor or that cause a computer
system to perform any one or more of the methods or opera

instructions to perform one or more computer functions.

tions disclosed herein.

As illustrated in FIG. 11, the computer system 1100 may

In a particular non-limiting, exemplary embodiment, the

include a processor 1102, e.g., a central processing unit

(CPU), a graphics processing unit (GPU), or both. Moreover,

55

the computer system 1100 can include a main memory 1104
and a static memory 1106, that can communicate With each

such as a memory card or other package that houses one or

more non-volatile read-only memories. Further, the com

other via a bus 1108. As shoWn, the computer system 1100
may further include a video display unit 1110, such as a liquid

crystal display (LOT), an organic light emitting diode

puter-readable medium can be a random access memory or

other volatile re-Writable memory. Additionally, the com
60

(OLED), a ?at panel display, a solid state display, or a cathode

ray tube (CRT). Additionally, the computer system 1100 may
include an input device 1112, such as a keyboard, and a cursor
control device 1114, such as a mouse or a remote control. The

computer system 1100 can also include a disk drive unit 1116,
a signal generation device 1118, such as a speaker, and a
netWork interface device 1120.

computer-readable medium can include a solid-state memory
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puter-readable medium can include a magneto-optical or
optical medium, such as a disk or tapes or other storage device
to capture carrier Wave signals such as a signal communicated
over a transmission medium. A digital ?le attachment to an
e-mail or other self-contained information archive or set of
archives may be considered a distribution medium that is

equivalent to a tangible storage medium. Accordingly, the
disclosure is considered to include any one or more of a

